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Two problems have been addressed: 1) whether it is possible to buitld

a quesetion askirig set in children, and 2) whether the acquisition of

a question asking,set will enhance reading comprehension.

The objective.was the development and validation of an instructional .

system for ensurin& question generating behavior in elementary

school- children. .

The program was.tested with individuals, groupsland entire classrooms;

ach tryout was followed by intermediate 1:iogram revisions.

Bo h 'criterionreferenced and standardized reading comprehension

,test were used to evaluate the program effectiveness.

The r sults indicate that it is possible to'build a question asking

set in children. The significant gains of the experimental groups

on the tandardized subtest demonstrate that training in question

generati can enhance-ceimprehension. In order to correctly respond

to. the stan ardized suhtest, the student had to generate questions

at )7arious levels of complexity. The fact that the performance of

P the experimental groups on the standardized subtest impioved signifi-

-cantly may indicate that since the children were trained to respond

at Lower levels, they were capable of:responding to the constraints

of higher level skills. 2
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CHAPTE12 i \ ,

-. . TH-E PROBLEM , ,-

Introduction. 0..

:.-......

. ,

Many educators agree ?hat developing questioning skills is an essen-
.

tial part of theeducational proCeSs.(Firch, 1880; Dalei 1668; Brethower,*
. i.,,g

_
1969; Stauffer, 1968). As Joshua G. Firch wrote a century.ago:

_ ,

.*

"The-whole sum of what may be said about questioning is,
.comprised in this: it, ought to set the learners.think- ,

-ing,-t9,promote activity and energy on their parts, arid
- ta arouse he whole meftal faculty:-into Action, °instead.

'-of blindly.cultiyating the memory at the expense of
higher intellectual.-powers." (Firch, 1880, p, 1)

. .

..A similar view was exprested by Dale:

"Schools do not usually teach the art.sf....questioning,
but expect students.to develop skilli in antwering
quettions that-they did not ask. We need to help
students to ask better questions... Education cannot
be made interesting and-effective unle§s students
keepeasking What? Why? and How? and they are en-
couraged,and assisted to find go44 answers to their

,.question4r. (Oale, 1Rf(8, p.I1)

Deipite such agreement and- the apparent.absence of disagreement,

only incidental data is available'io verify the importance of /questions
. 4

for learning. Rothkopf (1966), Róthkopif arid-Bisbicos -(19,67),,anq
.

'Frase
, \ w'

(1967) studied the effect of_question Place on learning: In these

,
seve studies, groups who saw a quuti either before or after the

- .

reading-passage retained,sigWicantly maE information than :did control

groups who'did not see- questions at ail. In none of.these studies were

students Veqilired to generate tirtir'awii4ilbStions.
L'

_ .

.If question-asking is a skill;'then ii.shourd bekamenable.to in-
, .

_

struction. Therefore, tie may ask: ,

-
' -

ci -

, -
I..



1.- Whether It is possible to build a question
asking set in chil)6ren.

2. Whether the acquisition of a question asking
set gill have an effect on reading comprehension:

In order tO build a question asking set in elementary school students,

.

one will have' to train children In thasking of aprOpriate\kinds of
. .

questions: In addition,..Children. musirbe trained to modify their ques-

tions to fit.text material;-they must,reformulate questions w)ile they
r ' .

read; . In other words, children Nust be.able to:

1. Transform statements nto questions:#1

2. Initiate rvading with a et of-questions, then
reformulate the Auestions on the basis of texival
constraints.

. I .

Literature Review

The literature on questioning in reading may be grouped '4der two

majOr headings: (1) characteristics.of queStions which influence. learning;

(2) definitiong of reading comprehenSion.

1. Characteristics of Questions Which Influensie Learning

Two'characteristics'of questions have been of inteiest,to

tors: (a) tbe type of question; (b) its.position in the text.
,.

a. The Type of Questions Asked .

-Studies by Frase,(1968),-Rothkopf and Bisbicos 0.967), _and Morasky'
,.

,

. .

- (1970), have indicated that s ort term retention of both relevant'and.in-
.

c.ijental information was hi her Vgith specific qUestions.than wigenera1

.questi-ons.
6

Morasky (1970) studied the effect of opep-ended (general) questions

:

on incidental anerelevalliolearningwritten Materials; no signifi-

cant difference;Occurreabetwden Mean r_ecall:seores- for incidental)and.
'

relevant qUestions% Morasky interpreted ,this result in the following
I

way:

.



"...More important perhaps is the possibility that
subjects not only do not make an Overt rqsponse to
Open-ended questions., ut that hey migh.t'not even
make a covert XeSponge., 'Such a situation would
'mean thatan hypothetiqal'answei could not be gene-
rated...Without a...hypothetical answer in storage,
the subject could noteificiently use a matching
strategy..'.An alternative...strategy would beone
in whicbthe subject attempted-massive.stokage-of
informatiOn...This is similar to what a subject at-
tempts when questions axe not used with mritten
material." (Morasky, 1970, p. 10)

Other than studies of specificity-generality of questions, little

research has been done concerning the effect of types of questions on

reading comprehension.' *
Watts and Auderson (1971) (as cited in Anderson 19.72)_argued,that

insertg0 questions which requiredcomeehension would,..induce meaningful

4Eprocessing of text, and thus, improve performalce on new criterion test

comprehension questions. High school seniors answered a.question after

. .

reading gadvof.five passages'exNaining a psychologital principle. This ."

-

study has shown,that groups which received inserted questiOns requiring

them to apply the principles to new examples p formed significantly

better on the post-test than did all other groupo including groups which'

received insertedouestions that pepeated exampl described in the text.

The group which answered verbatim name questions performed worst on the

a

post: st, poorer even than the reading only control.group. A possible

nation of improved performance.on new questions for the first groups
4 4at

is that a question wbich follows a paragraph may influence information

processing sskills on the passage which follows it; it may contain- a hinti

of whatqategork of question will be.asked following the next passage

44d ben&s4tiitelicit the appTopriate proc sing skills. Thus, answering-
'lir

inserted comirehension'questionS maintained and shped information process-

ing skills which were relevhnt to the post-test. Whèreas, for the other
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4t4.

groups, answerimg'insetted:questions,which-entail-verbatim recall.main-
.4

and shaped information processing skills which were irrelevant

ta,the post-test..
-. 0/ 0

The important implication from the above study is that, in ordelr,

to utilize 4ueStiob-asking as a technique for enhancing comprehension,

. .

one %hould construct questions that assUredly require comprehension.
4 -

Bloom stated that:,

".....the main task of-the edUcation;process is to
change the learners in desirable,wayi, and that it
is the primary task of teachers and curriculum
makers to specify in precise terms the ways in
which students-vill be altered by the.learning
process." (Bloom, 1971, p: 17) 4.

if one accepts this position, then quaStion sented to students

should stem from:the educational obiedtives:
-

Bloom.and his associates (1956) defined educational objectiyes in-

terms of-levels of 6ognition. They'distinguish-between knowledge, doM-

prehension, and other categories( Knowledie was'defined as "little'more

.7.
than the'reftembering of the ide heno na in a form very,close to_

that in which they were originally enoountered" (pp. 28-29) whereas

coMprehension-refe d to "understanding of the literal message,cdt-

N
tai,ned a commun tion" (p. 89). Comprehensiow was to.b-inferred

from the capacity to deal with an "abstraction!' in a form someighat

f irom that.in which it wasLiginally presented.

.

The questiong"145ed in most of the mathetagenic research dealt.only
.1

w th the lowest jevei of learning -- knowledge. What is needed is re-

search utilizi0 ng questions controlling learning on au levels of cog-
, a

nitlonk
,

1 1

g.

1



.flie position ofluestiprfs latiye to the related coriteni appears to'
.

be a determinant
. A.

of reading beAa`viors._ thkopf (1965) inserted queitions

in ordinary text-eittler before or after the Material to which.they
-

re-

lated. He determined how much readers learn from the text to whial the
.

adjunát question relates (tbe.releyare-information), and how -much they
m .

*x learn from the text whch.is nci reiated.to thsisequestiOns (the'inciden-
\

. ,

.. . :. ... .

tal information). InigeneraI, he found that subjectg learn most when the

questions:come after the materielto which they relate. This finding

was replicseytrar times (ROthkopf, 1966; Rothkopf and iisbicos,

1967; Frase, 1967).

. .., . .

The replication studies teyealed that queStiondd groups, in comPerison

to control groupt-which did not see adjunct questions, retained more of
,

'the question-rilated materlial: Post-question aoups retained.somewhat.

't4

more incidental information, but the ilie-questiOn groups retained relative:,

ly'little ipcidental information. In some cases (Frase, Patrick'and
.

Schummer; 1970), groups that saw questions before'reao.ding ths passage

% tended to Atain less inciaental informaition than'control groups which

ft

did not read the question.
,

'ROthkolif has "argued th.at.' gilestiOns asked durini the course-Of a

lesSos maintain and shape the student's attention and prosessing,--
'/ .

'
whatRothkopf calls rmatheMagenc behavior_

Ii a14-0f:the'mathemagehic research:oited aboye4),"learning" from,

, .

tex; mate,tlad,it:fiev.suredby,.the, amount-of-ra)11 of.factual infOrmatiori /

.

. . . .
.t

(relays* AhdancidentaT),,, Thus, mOst.of:the'quesXions employed in
-

these studieg havesatted'yerbatim_reca-li. Jn stUdiei employing_another-
.. 1:

. c. ._-.
it ':, _ ..=

criterion,...different xer1ts wert obtai.n04.
. .

--
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Morasky (1970; 1972) studied.the effect of question placement (i.e.,

1
.

before ofLafter-the reading paragraph) on eye movements -and on reading
_ .

time. The results of these siudies indicate that placing aquestion

% .

before the a ociaflid information reduces both paragraph reading time

ind the number of eye movement-regressions.

Thesesstudies suggest that_subjects viewing questions befoie para-

graphs were behaviorally more biased (and, pel:Oaps, more efficient) than"

the subjects viewilig questions after paragraphs. It is possible that,

;ihen a question is placedthefore the passage, a matching process occurs

which aids subjects in ideptifying relevant information.. With questions

following paragraphs, the subject must attempt masslve storage of

mation for subsequent recall when. the question is presented. ,The redun-
-

.dancy providenay.eye MOvement regression should facilitate extensive

44 information storage, whereas the specific search associated withla.

matching task should make redundancy less necessary.

Other studies (Holmes, 1931; Stein,.1952; AnderSon, 1971),, have

demonstrated that subjects who saw a question before reading attained

higher scores on a r ading comprehension test (given ilmediately after

reading and then two eks later) than subjects who saw no questions but

who read carefully and eread"the same papsage.

.DeTnitions of Readin CompreWenston

The term lefinition" is not used here in its formal sense; it is

used to indicate conceptualizations of the reading process as they are

reflected in the literature.

A
The literature on reading comprehension (often the term "reading-

is used synonymously) usually fall into two categories:

a. Studies in which reading comprehension is concep-
tualized as a "product".

1 3
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b. Stuiles in which reading comprehension is Gonceptuilezed
as A "process%,,

a. Reading comprehensiojELS a "product". Studies in this category at

tempt td identify the separatelkills comprising residing comprehension.

/Their definitions of reading comprehension fall at various positionS

;along a "specificity generality" continuum (Rankin, 1962). .Some in-
, .

_

veg-tigators (orid et al; 1960;-Strang et al, 1955) imply that "reading"

consists of a large number of separate, specific skilri, while others

(Davis, i014; LangsaM,-4941) imply that,it consists of a relptively

small number of factors.

Perhaps the extreme in "specifiCHs definitions is provided by
/-

Burkhart (1945) who found that "...reading is not a single act, but

is a tomplex ictivity.madeup of, at least 214 separate abilities..."

,When factorial analysis techniques aresapplied to reading test
-

results in.order to determine the fundamental mponents-ofIreading

comprehensiSn, only a small number of skills is dentified. Langsam

(1941) has identified two comprehentiOn factors -- "vocabulary" and

"seeing relationships". Davis (1944) found six fundi,ental,factors

as being statistically significant, but two factors "word know-

, y

ledge" and "reasoning in'reading" accounted.for eighty-nine percent

of the variance. Hunt (1957) reanalyzed Davis' data and reported

finding ollik two factors.

Holmes (1965) applied statistical treatments to data obtained

from the results of over fifty tests administered to high school

students. Word meaning accounted-for 32,percent of the differences

in reading power. Verbal'analogies and listening comprehension

accounted for another, 32 percent. Twenty-five percent of the re-

1 .1
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maining differences were unaccounted for.

Most of the factorial studies agree on the importance of the

"vocabulary" or "ward meaninr, and the "reasoning factor" or
01'

"seeing rellionships". The finding of these stuaies are, to some

degree, a4unction of the number and particular type of tests used

and the,; erminology used by different investigators to describe their

40findipgs.

b. Reading comprehension as a "process". Studies in thls category

are concerned with the analysis of the ongling proceis ot comprehension.

Holmes (1965) proposed the theory that different Centers of the

brain store information received in visual, an4tory, and kinesthetic
-

forms. These coded images are collected during reading through three

levels,of subabilities which interact with each other in hierarchical

fashion. The product of this interaction is Reading Power (comprehension).

Accordirg to another theory (Neisser, 1967; Rothkopf, 1970; Angerson,
.40

1972) elements of text are first encoded in terms of perceptual features

(orthographic encoding). i The next level of processing.involves acoustic

features (phonological encoding). At this-stage, strings of words are

Ittranslated into implicit (or explicit) speech. Finally, there is a

semantic encoding, that is, the person may bring to mind meaningfpl

representation based on,words he sees. A pers6n must be able to co-

ordipate the."surface information" embodie4, in the orthographic and

phonological codes in terms of linguistic rules (Chomsky, 1965) in order

to arrive at a proper semantic encoding.

Research on memory provides some evidencetsupporting the encoding

theory. Most errors iR short-term memory arise from confusion between

sounds even if the stimuli are presented visually ONickelgren, 1965;
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Hintrman,'1967). In long term memdry, errOrs attrftutable to confusion in

Ineaning are muchmore common than errors due,to acoustical confusion

(Baddeley, 1966). These data.suggeatAhat a printed-verbal stimulus

is.usually phonologically encoded and thdli, if it is to be remembered

for more than a few'moments, it is semantically encoded. A study by

Bobrow (1970) indicated that when skilled readers learn from written

text, ordinarrly they,store- meanings rather than strings of symbols

or speech sount.

.We do not yet havea:complete model ofiwhat a person.has in his

ndnd when he comprehends a communication. One theory y that.mianings
A

are represented as mental im'ages (Paivio 1969). It seems impossible

to explain comprehension of,abstract terns suckas "truth" through the

use of the imagery theory. Similarly, it is difficultio explain the

comprehension of terms depicting an entire ciass of things. For in-

stance, is'no general image of the entire class of things ca1l4

11111t"flowers" rmage can.he firmed of ei "rose" or a "tulip"i but an .

P, .

image. of a;particular flower cannot represent the properties of tht

whole class.
,

Another'theory holds that'when a person 'comprehends a word, he
1

brings to mind (not necessarily consciously) a complex of distinctive

features (Collins arm) Quillian, 1969). For example,'under "hammer"

a person stores onlz/the attributes distinctive of hammers. Charac-

teristics of all tools are stored under "tool".

Most of the above theories are incomplete yet. What is needed is

a model that will.describe in greater detail the component parts of the

comprehension process and how-they function in the ongoing etrocess.

This model will guide the construction of teaching materials. Semmelroth's

conceptualizati[on of the readint process provides such a model.

1 6
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Theoretical Tramework

,The theoretical framework for this study is+ od on Semmelroth's

definition of reading. Nei/defines reading as: \
,

(
.. .

"...illforma%ion processing in which informa n,is conceiv
as.internally existing uncertainty in the. foriA4of alter
tives to be ma;ched.with sensory events.!' (196 p. 29)

Reading is conceptualized as a very active behavior in which the

.

riader, relying on past experience, spontaneously attempts to 'predict

whatthe written, text .should be, an .uses the visual informal* to
: v I

Confirm his predictions. Each segme t reat in a-text activatesilp the

reader's mind possible-alternative
,

esponses;as one reads theisenteOce, ..

i

David waS-swimming in the
!

Arousal of the'follAng alternatives might occur: .rtver, 14e, ocean,

sea, peol. Eadh of these alternatives is a spontaneous.attempt to pre

dict a respbnse for the parts not read yet.

According to Semmelroth, uncertainty (Lee-, information1) t' ers

tb the predidtah/lity of an event; the.greater the'predic4bility of

an event, the less uncertainty it contains.

The statementis illustrated in the following two examples.

High Uncertainty
(low predictability)

Low Uncertainty
(high predictability)

1. The boy mas sitting 2. In the classroom, the boy

at the J was sitting'at his

1
%1-

The term "information" as used in information theory, refers to the pr
dictability of an event A random series of events contains more infor-
mation than a non-random series. Thus, information=unpredictability=
uncertainty. An organism is in a state of uncertainty when it "is faced
with a stimulus situation to which it has-no appropriate response..:
the primary motive force of organisms is the reduction of uncertaInty."
(Smith, DAE.P., 1969; pp. 8-9)

17
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In the first example, there are many possible alternatives that have
, . .

equal ptobability of occurignce, e.g. table,.desk, station, door, etc.
\,

-Whereas.in the seCond examle, the word "degk" is highly predictable.

Semmelroth-points outVtwo important char4teristics of uncertainty:

_

"1) 'it reaches a maximiim when all.of the alternatives in a situation have

esival probabilitylof occurrende" (198$, p. .2.7.).. This wOulebe the case

for guessing, "head" or "tail7 in a tot of.a Coin. 2) uu increases

1as the number of possihle al rnatives ncreases" (1968; p. .27). For
,

Ilk
instan guetging a,number pf a threw of a die contains more-Uncertainty

1 . .

4than guessing-"hed& or "tail"-ina toss Of.a coin.
_

According to Semmelroth-,an input producesuncertainty'within the
k...!..7._.. _. . - .

reader in the form of alternativet: The alternatiires differ With'
, .

Zifferent readers depending upon the prior knowledge.and skill of the
.

i

'' .readef. For example, the word"thinking".in a book title may raise in.
. . .

the novice reader alternatives in the form of words and,letter shapes;
_

t

1the s input may stimulate n philosophy professor.alternativ 4in

the form of guessei about differences'in theories.
..

..,
. . of

. f,
The alternative internal states are conceptualized by Semmelroth

.- .

ai "simultaneously firing neural networks" (1968, p. 29). Information

may be processed in two trays.-

1) "prOcetsing of information could refer to the choice of
one of-these networks through the interaction of sensory
stimulation (looking at the word on tke page) and the
operation of the active networks.' This process can be

-.seen as a matching between the serAhry input and the
appropriate network". (i.e., recognition)

However, this condition pay not t ace because an. appropriate
'!,44

network has'not,been active.

2) "the initiation of fLffIg in approrpriate networks so
thav-matching can ta etplace". (1968, p. 29) ,'-
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For.example, when reading'the fo`llowing sentence

David was swimming in the

, the reader tries tapredict a response, thus stimulating uncertainiY.in

s--- form of alternatives such as: sea, riv ke, pool. One of these

alternatives matches the word on the printed page: He reads, "David

was swimming in the lake." His guess was confirmed (matched) 4y the

printed.page, thereby'reducing his uncertainty.

In case of.no-match between one of the alternatives generated and

the printed word, the readerAmay have to sekect some 'more graphic cues
.

. i.

- , 1 ...

1,.

' and generate new alternatives.
. .

. This model of the reading processimplies that. the'alternatives
. 4 .

must exist in the reader's.repektoire, 4nce the arousal of alterna-

-\

times is the reactivation of previously learaed responses. The.alter
\

.natives must also be classified or categorized so that the number of

pgssible alternatives can.be handled efficiently. As Brethewer says:

"We can conceptualize eading ,aS' if the reader has "stored"
--,

.. (and-cross-indexed) many classes of outputs and many ,

exeliptars of each class. The inputs serve to guide,
first

1
selection of the class and then the selection of i,

IC::theexemplar.of the class. The exemplar is then compared
to the inp4t and to general constraints on odtputs to . ,t

see if it is'an acceptable output." (1970, p. 12) .

In.j.other words, the writtencmaterial is used to first guide the
,

.

generation of alternatives and then to discriminate whether fhe alter-

native selected confOrms to general linguistic tonstraints and corres-

ponds to the Characteristic of the input.

"It i) as if the reader 1) asks for each input 'What do
I knowthat relates to this?' 2) recalls (or generates,
or actively considers) those related items, selecting
among them one which 3) matches linguistic constraints
and chaFacteristic of thmput." (Brethower, 1970, p. 13)

Pt

es
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When processing information, the reader makes use of semantie

and.syntactic cues. Syntax deals u;th the"rules by which sentences

ar4 e or4cred" (Smith, F. 1971, p. 28), whereai semantics is. concerned
,

with the meaning of individual words and how these mealngs are.6t
/

together: the use ofsemantic and syntactic cues is illustrated in
:

theNfollowing example:

"The4brave

the space can be filled only by a ngu %other alternatives (e.g.

1).

rode the white horse."

verbs, prepositions) are eliminate4,because of grammatical elation

.

among the elements in the sentence (i,e.Amoptax). 1Some n s.such s
. ,

"flower", "rock", "tiouse", "table", must be cluded use of the.sense

of other words

,

ite

Thv
,

not gathered y ,f eft to right . While the adfective 'Ibrave' elimi-

icks, up when processing his uncertainty ae

nates solleviRternatives that-could be substituted in the space that follovis
. .

it, other a4ernatives are eliminated by the words that are given at the
,

4+0

end of tilt sentence. As Frank Smith saj,s :

"Information is available at every point to reduce the
number of alternatives remaining for those.parts of Ae
sequence that have notheen encountered." (Smith 1971,
p. 193)

This modeL holds that processing of information is Continuous in a

Cyclic pattern.

;*

0
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4 The cyclic process is illusrated by the following diagram.

.
p-

4#

, Uncertainty
Reduction

NOtching.,

14

Questioning

%

Searching

#

Uncertainty
Aroused

Alternate
- States

St

In summary, accOrding to Semmelroth, two conditions are necessdry

--4for reading to occur:

1) the existence-of uncertainty within the reader in the

form of active alternative respon es; and

2) 'the reduction of uncertainty or inf rmation prqFessing.

2 1



Domain'of Questions

Generating questions and predicting answers before reading stimulites

Uncertainty; the reader cakencapsuldte uncertainty within question re-
.

. .
. .

quirements and-reduce it by answering the question. Furthermore, process-,
_

ing'of uncertainty requires t tive alternatiVes are relevant 'to

the material read-7-,,Therefore,.,46 questions generated by the reader must. 1.

\..-

. i \
continuously be reopled to.fit the pa Sj.

i. In orderto effectively use .questio,xis as a means of -controlling
_.---

--, (1--

reading, one should be ab1 to:

1. Trahsform stat ments j.u.todiffrent kinds of
qUegtions.

*2. Initiate r ading with a set of questions,. and
then efolrinujrate ths yestions as he reads.

, Anderson (1972) and:pormuth (1970) .classify questj.ons into five ,

classes, according to. the manner in mhich they are formed.

a.. Ver m questions - in order to.form th's type of questions"A

me

O ...

stAte t is, taken in literal word-by- rm from file text" (AnderSor'i
. .

of

1972, p, 149) and transTormed int question. .

b. Transformed verbatim questions'- the form of a sentie is soMewhat

changed by rearranging the order of its elements and applying logifal

and syntactical transformations. L)
A

.

These
1
two types of questions are illustrated in the following

(0)example :

y

Stimulus Sentence Question Type

Dan rode a bike.

.

1. Did Dan ride a bike?

2. Who rode a bike.,

3. By whom was the bike
ridden?

_

Verbatim

Verbatim',
.

Transformed
Verbatim

2 2

V
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c. Paraphrate_questions 7 "Two Statements are.defined'asjparaphraSes -

-of one another if 1) they hay& substantive words.(At,Uns, verbs, madi-

fiers) in common, and 2) they are eqdivaleh in meaning.",(Anderson,

- ;

150) When generating ,a.paraphrase estien, ohe uses synonftis
.

of the original statement.
1

d. TransforMed paraphrase questiKs --"Questions'in this claSs'are made
,

froi paraphrase's which have been'rearranged or transformed." fAnderson,

1972,
P.S

151)

The.above

S.

two typet of questions'are illustrated in till:eV lowing

expplep. (Bermuth 1970, p. 48)

9timulus Sentence ,Question

)

The diminutiVe
youth mounted
the steed.

1. Who clinied on the
horse?

2. By whom was the-bOtse
climbed on?

Paraphrdse

Transfotmed
Paraphrase

e. Intersentence questions - these questions ask ibout information

tignaled by the relationships bet en sentences. ."The relative positio

1.5
..

of sentences, pat raphs and so on, signal oausation, sequence in time,

if
.';.

sAihordination, anti several othei kinds of information," (Bormuth 1970)
';.

p. 53)
A

The questions falling in thisliplasS can sometimes be referred to

as inference questior They are illustrated in the example below.

(Bormuth 1970, p. 52)

StiMUlus Sentence Question Type

Joe sat under the
tree. The air
was cool.

6
Where was the air cool?

c

Intersentence

2 3
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Although these five classes of question* are arranged according, to

'OP
compiexity of questiOn generatedthe bastc form of question used in all

1

claises falls into the who, when, where, wilat, how and why catego .

The differente in complexity of question is in terys of theliper and
. t

kind of cues used, the amount of text needed to be processed in order
'

to answer-the qudstion,'and the length Of,the reqUired auswer.
4,

A D.E.P. Smith (1969) classified.questions into two main groOps:
.

. .

.4...4%

i. Definitiona l questions - pestions falhing intothis classk ask dbout
A.-. . ...

one or more parts of-the main idea4(i.e., defiCtion) of the written
,

A
. -

material. (e.g. chapter,'-paragraph, sentence) These questions usually
A

ask abat the following partS of the definition: the.to of the

material,.the class of the topic, the descriptibn of t,1 topic, and the
4

reTevance of tOe topic. The follo*ing questioni may

each of these parts:

Topic

Ciass

. .

.What is the material about?

What is a enra1 name for the topi.e?
To what class oes it belong?

generated for

Description What are the topic's ch racteriltics?
How does it look?
What,are its-parts and how do they work together?

.."'r Relevance What is itsed for?
Why is it important? r:
What is its purpose?

A6

2. Relational questions - these questions ask for the similaritiesand/or

differences between twAodefinitionar parts of-two definitions. They are

generated in the fbrm of a.comparison(or contrast.

I

o?

omparison- =- How are they similar?

ntrast.'07- How are they different?

The definitional questions, atr:de ined by Smith, cut across All five
..

categories of questiOns in the first c assifica4on (Anderson.and Bormuth):

X -

Whereas the relational questions +rill plobbably fall- in the "intersentence

2 4
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4'

. Question" category as-defined by Anderson and Rormuth.
.

-21
a

When training chL13en in the 4prt of questioning, one should start

with the verbatim questrions (definitional) and.then perjaceed to the.lore

complex types of questions.

,

2 5

9
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LABORATORY PHASE:,:PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

)
.

.Accordi,ng to the analAks' in Chapttr I, the'preence Of uncerlanint5r

-

within the reader is a critical condition in.thevcomprehensiov.pxucess..,,.
,

alr'Th .e reiper can Use questions as a me s. of enapsulating hia uncertain'ty:

.'In.oraer to do this, he needsligice in question generation, -Therefore,.

I have designed' 0000 itiStrUfional materials to give elementary

school studeati tx,aining in generatf uestOms:ts
74

Objective of duestOn Generating Prderim

The objective or the.question generating.prOgram reported in this

I.

study is as follows: 4,dbt .7,

Given paragraphs contain basic vOcabUltry at an elementa
level, studot; will generatetwo interrov. atiyeAuestious of the-?when, where,'what, how, Why category for-each paragraph .

* -

The Programming Strategy.
L..

In the development of the question generating progiam, the.pro-
\

grammer used the "lean programming".approach. The majospoint ofthis
Or'c,

strategy is to.Ablude minimum teaching material in the rly drafts
71,

and to start addiirg instructional materials as e result of the analy-
.

itis of studg responses and reactions in youtS. The program is

thus approximated successfully, starting with an incomplete'draft and

filling it out where the tryout data sUggest. David dt: Markle made 4

folloWing comments aboutle "lean progr mming" strategy:

19
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...the programmer who has the necessary courage, can
admit that he-really has very little knowledge of what
his students need - hunches, to be sure, but little
knowledge. It is. a short steprto using the criterion
item sequence alone as a first draft, with no instruc-
tion at all...this apprOach would not be useful in an-
area in which the students had absolutely .no relevant
behavioral repertoire. But typically, the student
does have a relevant repertoire. The difficulty is
that the programier does not know what it is."
( kel, 1967; p. 2)

What fol ws is that, when,developing programmed instructional ma-
-.

terials, one s arts with a lean framework of a program, sometimes con- .

sisting of only the criterion frames, adds instructional material

throUgh a continuous process of trial_and revision il a desirable

level of performance on the criterion items is achieved.

The early tryouts are carried out with individual students. The

purpose of the.individual tryOuts is to get information about the in

structional needs of the students. The program is not expected to

"work4 yet. The prOgrammer observes the student as he wrks. He re-
,

cords the time for each item and any comments made by the subject.

The programmer also watches for signs of puzzlement, boredom, or fatigue.

If difficulty occurs, the programmer explores the difficulty with the

student using open-ended questions:

When the.investigator thinks that he has.attained a workable in-
,

structional program, he tries it out on a group of students represent-

ing the target popuLation. The goal of the group tryout is to determine

problems whic0 may arise in a field setti,pg. Group tryouts also

06
provi.de additional information about items needing.further revision.

The early stages.of the laboratory' phaseltof the question generating

program were carriedfut with individual subjects ranging in age from

seven years five months, to ten years ten months. Each subject was

27
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observed carefully as Igir worked and the program was revised on the basks

of:the studeft responses.

. A description of the fouLain drafts and revisions of the program

follows.

1. First Dfaft of Program

The development of the pfogram started witii construction of a

criterion test. The test contained one paragraph and students were

askedto write.three teftfuestions for the paragraph. Analysis of
4

student responses on the test showed that questions written bY students

fell into several distinct classes as shown in the.following example.

Stimulus Sentence Student's Response

Dan is riding a bike. 1. Dan is riding a bike.
2. Dan is riding a bike?
3. Dan is riding a bkice, is he?
4. Is Dan riding a bile?
S.. Who is riding.a bike?:

In raspinse (1) ,Jthe student copied the stimulus sentence. Ih (2),

a question wis'generated by Changing the intonation and adding a question

mark. In (3), the sentence is transformed into a "yes" or "no" type

questigq ..by _copying .time,stimu1 us. sentence. and -inserting. 4in mai liary or

the word "have"; or a form of the word "do", and a ques tion mark at the

end of the sentence. 1ln (4), a "yes" or "no" type question is generated

by inserting an auxiliary word at the beginning of the sentence.
1
Response

4
(S) is the desirable terminal behavior; one of the Wh words is used in

forming the question. In ad4ition to these five classes f responses,

students often wrote questions which were not related to the paragraph's

gerieral topic or could not be answered by the paragraph. Another cciimmon

error was the omission of a question mark.

28
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This analysis confirmed early- assertions of the programmer that in

sa
order to generate the who, when, where, What, how, 'why type questions,

.

one should-make the following basic discriminitions:

1 biscriminate between a cluestion and a non-question.

a. A question asks for an.answer.

b. A

I

ueition ends with a question mark.

.

s

2 Discriminate between a good question and a poor question.

a. A good question starts with a question word.

b. A good question asks about the material read.
..

c. good question can be answered by the material read.

The next step.was to arrange the above required responsis-in a logi-

cal sequence and to write-the teaching frames for each step. The items

used as foils (i.e., wrong answers) in the program were based on students'

initial responses on the test.

The first draft of the program included two separate booklets. The

first one (A) contained ten paragraphs. The second booklet (B) was a

response book. It included six separate sectiOns. Eadh section contained

an example, a general rule,,and a set of ten frames, eadh pertaining to

a different paragraph in booklppt (A).

The first two sections called for a recognition response.

Section I dealt with the discrimination between a question and a

non-question. It prdsented 10 pairs of sentences, each pair consisting

of one target and one foil.

Section 2 was similar, but the discrimdnation taught was that

between good and poor questions.

29:
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Section I

A question always asks for an answer and ends with a
question mark.

*Example I

Read the paragraph below:

The Mackinac Bridge is one of the most beautiful, .

bridges n our country. It is located in the state of

Michigan-and spans a body of water called the Straits of

Mackinac. The bridge is abdut five miles long and

connects the upper Id lower peninsulas of Michigan.

Each year many people come to Michiganjust to cross the

Mackinac Bridge.

Circle the question below:

1. Where is tfie Mackinac Bridge located?

2. The Mackinac Bridge is very long.

411!

Answer,: (I)is a question.because it asks for an answer and ends

with a question mark.

Read paragraph A then ciftle the question below.

1. Why aAp camels godd desert animals? !/

2. A camel can tApvel a long distance.

30
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0

gection 2

A good question for a paragraph is about the paragraph.]

Example 2

Read the paragraph below:

When you get a new puppy; you should get it in the

morning. Then, the dog will have a long day in which th

get to know you. It is best if you can bring the dog
-

-
home on aeSaturday morning,. This will give you a whole

weekend to get to know the new dog.

Circle the better question.

I. How much chocolate did you eat today?

2. pen should you get.your new puppy?

a

Answer: (Dis the.better question because it is about the

paragrapti.,

Read paragraph A then circle the better question. /

1. Where doesen eagle live?

2. Where does a camel store its food?

Sectio9 3 dealt with the discriminatfon between a good question and a

poor one. It included ten pairs of questions, one target and one foil.

31
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f

Section 3

A good question can be answered by rading the
paragraph.

Example 4.

Read this paragraph.c'

People have always wanted to kno what the'comAng

weather would be. Many years ago, m1ii found that they

could'spmetimes predict weather chan es by watching for

signs in nature.. Today we learn ab4ut coming'weather

from weather repOrts. These repor4 are based on

weather news collected by_more tha4 2,000 weather

staionOall)over the world.

Circle the better question:

1. Why did people-watch for Sigrilein nature?

2. How does a weather station collect weather

information? 41,

Answer: Ois the better question because it is answered by

the paragraph.

Read paragraph, A then circle the better qUestion.

1. What foods do camels like to eat?,

\
2. What does a camel store ihits hump?

Section 4 involved sentences with modified cloze exercises which taught

discrimination between appropriate and inapproliriate question words.

32
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Section 4

J ).
Read paragraph C , then circle the appropriate question

word.

Why/when is spate like a clear, dark night?

Section S dealt with, discrimination between good and poor questions:

It presented 1.0 pairs of sentences, one target and one foil. The last

section called for production of i "good" question for each of the

paragraphs in booklet A.

Section S

Read paragraph A, then circle the better question.

1. Is the camel a strong animal?

2. Why are camels called "ships of desert?

Section 6
MID

Redd paragraph 'A then Write.a good 'question foid .

On the basis of student responses on the first draft of"the program;

the programmer realized that reading paragraphs prior to making the dis-
.

crimination between a question and a non-question is superfluous. A

similar problem occurred in teaching the discrimination between good and

33
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poor questions. It was realized that when generatip%questions,

tudents transform single sentences into questions. Therefore, the

second draft pre,sented those discriminations.in reltion to 'single

sentences.

'4

Frequent requests of students in. Section 6 of the graft to

remind them.of the possible question words resulted in in addition

of a section which provided additional practice in usimpestion

words. The other major revision concerned the criterionAtest. The

paragraph used in the first draft did not contain=enough tails for

the generation of three questions, therefore, it WAs repl ed-in the
1-

second draft..

2. Second Draft of Program,

re
The second raft also consisted of two booklets, one ntaining

ten parigraphs, the other containing,the programmed,..inst Ctional ma-
*

terials. The second booklet included eight separate' sectlonit

Sections 2, 4,.7 and:8 weie identiCai to Sect2Ons 3i,34 6 and 7

in the first draft.

'The first section dealt.with

c?4,.

the discriminativn betAtn i question

;4
and a non-question. ItNpresented.a rule, an eqmple..and ten pairs of

sentences, one target and one foil.St'
p.

3 4
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Section,1

A.question asks for an answer and ends with a question
mark.

Circle the question:

Where is the Mackinac Brkdge located?

The Mackinac Bridge.is vary long.

Aniwer: (pis a question because it asks for an answer and

ends witfl a etuestion mark.

Circle the question:

1. Why are camels good desert anitals?

2. A camel.can-travel a long distan9e.
-.

I.

-,;

1:Section 3 presented a set of nine sentences, some questions and some

non-questions in which the question marks
4
and periods were deleted.

6

Section 3

Fill in the blank with a period or a question mark.

Who gave the sandwich its name

Section 5 included sentences with modified clozetexercises which gave the

student training in aiscrtminating between appropriate and inappropriate

question words.
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Section 5

Redd this senterite:

David climbedsup hill.

Which question is answered by the above sentence?

CiTclecthe correct question word.

When/who climbed)* the h 11? -'

Answer: who climbe up the hilt?

is the question answered by the sentence dbove.
'

Read this sentence:

A camel can store food in its hump.

WhichAuestion is answered by the above sentence?

Circle the correct question word.

Who/where cqn a-camel store food?

Section 6 was silmilar, but the question word was deleted.

, Section 6

Read this sentence:

A camel is a per ect desert animal.

Fill in the missing question word in ihe blank.

is a perfect desert animal?

36
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Aq, a result of student responses, several more major revisions were
fi

made. The draft presented two discriminations between a question arod,10
....-

..
. .

non-question...in the same rction, which proved to lie too difficult for

the learners. Therefore, the third draft presented only a single dis- e
crimination in each section. Few prompts reviewingthe rules were added

6

to each section. Finally, the layout a\fhe-program was changed sa that

thq booklet was now 4-1/4" 5-1/2", rather than 8-1/2" x 11", as it had

been for the first and second drafts.

3., Third Draft of PrOg;am

The third draft consisted of two separate bOoklets, the same as

the first and second drafts. The response booklet includedIvi,

sections. Sections, 4, 5 6, 7, 8 and 9 were identical to Sections

3, 4, §, 6 and 8 in the second draft..

Sections 1, 2, 3 dealt with various discriminations between a

question and a non-question.. Each section presented a rule, an example,

and eight pairs of questions, one_target and one foil.

37
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,at

Section 1

1

.

[ A question always end with a question mark.

Circle the question:

1) Who wrote this "hook?

2) I. like this book very much.

Yes, (I). is a question because it ends with'a question mark.

4)

. Circle the question:.,

1) 'How old are yOul

2) I have two brothers._ -
a IC

-

Section 2, Page 2

II
A question always asks for an answer.

,

Cirdle themettiOn:

-\].) Drivers use maps to find their way.

2) liow.are maps usefUa?

Stt-tiOh"3"

t
,

A question usually starts with one of these/7 .

questio words:
,

Who Where How.

When

,Circle the qlestion:

W
hat

1.0.

1. Boats, floal om, watet.

2. ,Who was Lincoln? 1

Why
itaki

-/

38
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The third draft was tested in a combined third and fourth class in

-

the -Lakewood Elementary,School on the West side of Ann Arbor, Michikan.

zo students participated in the study. The errors students made-on the

program were tabulated in.the following table. Each cell depicts the

number of students who glade an eiror on the corresponding item.
a

0

A
2'

TABLE 1

Summary of Erro s Made on Third Draft of Question
Generating Prog am by 20 Third and Fourth Grade

tudépts

, 1

# Item
S-ge

1

Sec.

- 2:
Sc-,Sec
3 .,4

See
5

Sec
'. 6

Sec
7

Sec
8

Sec
9

,

1 . 2

,

3

2 /-

1 p.

3 .5

... 0,-.

:2

1

6

5

5 4 ' 3 , 8 2. 10

6 1 2 1 3 73 10

- ,

7" 1 3 5 1 6

8 ' 1 _ 1 7 1 10 5

.,

,

6

.10 ' 5 4 3

As a result of the analysts of the errors made on the draft, the

questions asked by students, and the teacher's comments, several more

major revisions were made.

39
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'1.1iirsituestions about words were asked by students; therefore; the

-vacabllary was completely changed in the new drafte The repetitive

use of the same set-Uf-paragraphs throughOut the draft proved to result

In memorization of previous questions, thus interfering wi,th learning.

Therefore, in the fourth draft,.new paragraphg'were introduced in each

section. The paragraphs were worked into the bddy of the program

rather than being compiled in a separate'bohlet as the first three

drafts.

It seemed.is if'the errors in Section 4.of the drafi stepped

.
.

partly from difficulty in vocabuliry and.partly from lack of practice

in production-tasks. Therefore, production tasks were added to Sections

2 and 3 of the neW draft.

diAnalysis of the errors on Sections S, 6 and 8 proye ih a 1. the pre-
,

.

sentation of the discrimination between tood and poor .quedtions for

paragraphs was too difficult for the-learners. Therefore,,two'seetions

dealing with good questions. fin- sentences were added to,the fourth

ddraft; analysiS of student responses on Seetien 9 and ihe criterion

test provided additional evidence fOr the meed of a more gradual

presentation of the diScrimination between good and poor, questips.

(A special point system was devised for the scoring of resPonses 'written

in Section 9 and, therefoye, the errors are not summarized in Table 12)

An answer Sheet was.inserted at the en4- of each seption in order

to provide immediate feedback to students. A self e?aluation check

list was provided at the end of Sectiont 8 and 12. Another revision

concerned the presentation of the general rules. In the fourth .

draft, the rule was presented on a separate page, facing the first

St

4 0
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page of the section. Thiscwas in lieu of the prompts includeilitt the

third draft.

4. Fourth Draft of Program

The fourth draft of the program included six separate booklgts,

each containing two lessons.

'The first three lessons dealt with discriminations between questions

and non-questions. Each lesson presented a rule, an example, and seve-

ral pairs if sentences, one tariet and one foil.

Lesson lie 1

Read A, then circle the question.

A.

1. Who wrote this book?

2. This is a funny story.

Yes, ails a question because it ends with a

question mark.

Do B - P the same way.

4 1
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Lesson 2, Page

Put a ? after the qu stion.

A.

ti-

1. What is your name

2. I like to go fishing

Yes,(1)is a question because it asks for an
A

answer.

Do B - P the same way.

Am= a.

Lesson 3, Page 8

Put a ? after the question.

A.

Boats float on water

2. How old is John

Yes,(Dis a question because it starts with

a question word.

Do B - P the same way.

4 2
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The fourth lesson presented a set of sixteen sentences in which the

question marks and the periods were deleted.

Put in the

question mark.

Lesson 4, Page 13

a period or a

/-

1. What makes a car go

4 3
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1

The fifth lesson taugV t1e44 'nation between good and poor

questions for sentences.

Lesson 3, Page 16

Circle the better question for the sentence

below.

A. ,

, Dan is riding his bike.

1. What is Dan riding?

2. What color is the bike?

Yes,(1)is the better question because it is

answered by the sentence.

Do B - N the same way.

A

4 4
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The ixth lesson presented a "fill in the blank",type exercise,

.providin i! practice in the proper use of various question words.

/

'41111,
' Lesson 6, Page 23

Write the missing question word

0in the

Jane read a good book.

-14

1.

read
1
a good book?

Yes, who read a good book? is the question.

that is answered by the senlence.

Do 2 - 13 the same way.

Lesson 7 provided a review of the discriminations taught in the

previous sections.

45
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Lesson 7, Page 28

Circle the better queitivn for each sentence.

A.

Cowboy Rick rides a white horse.

1. Is Rick a cowboy?

2. What does Rick rOde?

4 ,

Lesson 8 presented a set of nine sentences and called for production

of a good question for each of the sentences.

Lesson 8, Page 33

Write a good 'question for each sentence.

A camel is a good desert animal.

4 6
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bessons 9 and 10 dealt with the discrimination between good and

poor questions for paragraphs. Each lesson included several paragraphs

and a pair of questions for each paragraph, one target and one foil;

Lesson 9, Page 36

Circle the better question for the story.

below.

A.

The camel lives in the desert.

He has a big hump on his back.

1. When does,svmmer start?

2. Where does a camel live?

Yes, (2) is a better question because it is -

about the story.

4 7
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Lesson 10, Page 41

Circle the better question for the s4ory below.

A.

Lisa has a red bike. David has

a blue bike. .They like to ride

their bikes ift.the park.

1. How old is Lisa?
a

2. What color is Lisa's bike?

Yes, (2) is the better question because

it is answered by the story.

Do B - L the same way.
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Lesson 11' provided a review of the Aliscrimplation tauiht in the

previous two lessons. The last-lesson presented a set'of 10 short

paiagraphs and cal;ed for production of a good quesition for each

paragraph.

(2)

Lesson 11, Page 47

Circle two good questions for th&story below.

A.

There were different groups of

Indians. Some were fishermen

and,some were farmeri. The

Indians who lived in the

plains were hunters.

1. Where did the farmers live?

2. What Indians were hunters?

3. Where did the hunters live?

4 9
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Lesson 12, Page 54

Write one more question for each story.

David lives near a lake.E3ery

day he goes fishing. Today he

caught seven fish. He decided

to have a fish fry on the beach.

1% How many fish did David catch?

2.,

5 0

Jle
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Crfterion Goal

The pre and post test was divided into two subtests.

Part I -r Criterion subtest included five paragraphs. The subjects

were asked to generate two "good" questions for each paragraph. The

.criteria for a good question were: (1) it-asks Tor ail answer; (2) it

ends with a question mark; (3) if starts with a question word; (4)

'it is about the paragraph; and (5) it can be answered by the paragraph.

Part II -- Standardized subtest consisted dr one example
1

and four pa

-
graphs with two questions pertaining to each paragraph. The 'tem :In

this part were taken from the Developmental Reading Tests-Bond- irmer-

tloyt. Upper Primary Reading, Form UG-A, General Comprehension Section. -

There were a total of eight items in this part.

The criterion goal was that ninety'percent of the subjects in the

experimental groups would achive eighty-five percent accuracy on

Part I -- criterion subtest of the post test.

Internal Validation Pruedure -- Pilot Study

1. Subjects

The pre-test was admintstered to twenty-nine fourth graders at the

Thompson Elementary School located in St. Francis, Wisconsin. Thirteen

of these students demonstrald mastery by scoring eighty-fire percent

correct or better (9 errors or less) on Part I -- Criterion subtest.

%

The remaining eleven boys and four girls were used as sUbjects in

the pilot study. The giiildren ranged from eight years, ten months to

ten years, 1 wntbin age.

5 1
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2. Procedure

The fourth grade classroom teacher administered the pie- and post-

test and the program during the training period. The investigator

observed the work session periodically. The subjects met in a small

group at the back of their classroom to work on the program.

Only instructions contained in the question generating program

were read tof. lien. After going through the example for 110.

Lesson 1 With

on his own.

answer sheet

e teacher, the student_ was able to finish the lesson

, The teacher then explained how to usethe fold-out

after which, the student.was able to do each succeeding

lesson on his own: Teacher's aid was needed also attthe end of

so
Lesson 8 - self-evaluation check list. The teacher was insteted to

respond to student's'questions about words by suggesting that the

student try to figure it out bj, himself: If he could.not do so, the

teacher was instructed to read the word and mark theldifficulty in the'

student's book for-,the investigator's information. However, the only

questions asked by the students were questions aboufspelling of.soTtain

words. The teacher was instructed to write the word on a piece of paper,

and hand it to the student.

Each student worked on the program'arhis own rate, completing two

lessong daily. Although the length of each instructional period was

twenty minutes P4kday, some children completed their work earlier and

returned to their regular seat.

The fifteen students went through the program in six instructional

Peri'dds (plus two additional periods for the administration of the pre-
,

and post-tests) , or about two hours of instruction time.

5 2
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TABLE 2

. Error Rate-s of Fourth Grade Childreft at Thompson Elementary
School on Question Generating Program Pre- and post-Testi

(Pilot Study)

"SUBJECT

SUBTESTS
PART I

eRITERION1
PART II

STANDARDIZED2
PRE. POST PRE POST

1 16 6 0 '. 0

2 10 0 0 0

3 . 16 0 2 .0
..

4 17 ° 0 0 1

---------
- .. .

. 5 19 1 1 0
.

BOYS
6 45 1

,

1
,

1

. 7 22 . 7 1 0

3 30 4 0 0

. .

9 41 5 3 2

111
, :

.

11 32 0* 0
.

0

1 N 28 0 2 . 0 .

2 49 9 2
.

GIRLS
.

3 16 3 0 0

4 25 3 4 3

MEAN
.

25.7. 2.60 1.26 0.47

6.768 .1.914

'*' .01 N.S.

1

Total possible.score = 60

Total possible score = 8

5 3
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4
zi

3. Evaluation

'7

Upon completion of the program, the post-test (same instrument as

the pre-test) was administered to the fifteen students.

As shown on Table 2, fourteen students (94 percent) dAmonstrated

mastery (9 or fewer errors on the post-test of the critetion subtest.

4

Only one student was below the satisfactory level.

Th data provided by the Pilot study was ugkd tosmake some minor

revisions in few itefils in the program.

.

5 4
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CHAPTER III

DEMONSTRATION PHASE: EXTERNAL VALIDATION

A summary of contents included in Chapter III of this-Study is as

follows:

The first section describes the procedures followed in administering

the question generating program and tHe subjects used in the study. The

second section of the chapter presents the results of the study. An

analysis of these results is discussed in the third section.

Procedure

1. Description of Communities

The study was conducted concurrently in two different communities in

the Milwaukee area. The first community, the town of St. Francis, is

located about 10 miles south of Milwaukee. This community is predomi-

nantly white, working class, from a German or Polish origin. There. are

,three elementary schools in the St. Francis School System. Thompson

School, located in the east side of Vown, was used in this study. The

other community is located in the northwest Side of Milwaukee. This

community is racially Mixed; most families earn low-moderate incomes.

Three elementary schlools are located in this part of town. The North

24th Street School was used in this study.

2. Selection Procedure

The pre-test was administered to forty-six children in the two

third grades of the Thompson School and to twenty-eight children in

a third grade in the North 24th Street School. Tlile pre-test was ad-

ministered by the individual class teachers. Twenty-six children in

these,classes demonstrated mastery by scoring eighty-five percent
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correct or better (nine or less errors) on Part 1 -- Criteri.on Suhtest.

The remaining forty-eight children served as subjects for the study.

Subjects were assigned to experimental or control groups randomly

within ciasses.

The twenty-four fhildren in the experimental group used the question

generatingirogram developed by the invegtitatcr.,, The control group re-

ceived no'supplemental instructional mtterials.

Descriptive data for sex, age, mean score and standard deviation

on the criterion and standardized subtests for the three third grade

classes (A, B, and C) are reported on Table 3.

;

3. Administration of Program

Prior to the beginning of the study, the investigator met with the

-)(

!a.

t ree third grade teachers and the principals of the two schools. Ex-

."''planations of the procedures io be followed for the administration of

the program were pAsented bithe investigator. .Question generating

program was provid to the twenty-four children in the experimeNal
...

group (1 child, In experimental group B became ill, and was later dis-

carded from the study).

The experimental groups in two of the classes worked on the program

at the back of their classrooms. The subjects in the third class

worked on the program at their desks during a specified time period.

One period of about fifteen minutes for six consecutive days was de-

voted to the training sessions.

At the first session, the classroom teacher worked out an example

with the subjects, and explained how to use the fold-out answer sheet.

56



TABLE 3

A Comparison of Sm Age, and Error Rate on Question Generating Pre-Test for Experimental and Control

Groups in Three Third Grade Classes (A,B,C)

&Ass GROUP N

SEX AGE

I. (MOS)

,

SUBTUTS
s

CRITE1ION STANDARDIAD

M F I s t p 'I s t p

44

Exp 7 3 4 99.71 50.86 19.94 2.50 1.87
A -.444 N.S. , 1.52 N.S.

Cont 7 4 3 101.57 34.86 13.08 1.14 134
is

tp 6 3 3 100.50 34.17 151t1 1.33 1.51
B .211 N.S. .277 u.S.

Cont. 7 5 2 100.57 32.57 11.76 1.14 .90

Exp 10 4 6 99.20 43.80 12,04 2.30 1.70
C .122 N.S. -.419 N.S.

Cont 10 4 6 98,70 43.10 13.54 2.70 2.50

Exp 23 10 13 99.74 37.35 15.10 2.09 .1.69

TOTAL -.065 N.S. .557 N.S.
Cont 24 13 11 100.08 37.62 25 2.04 1.93 1

\

1 Ages of subjects are as of Nov. 15, 1972, when the pre-test was administered.

2 Total possible score =-60

3 Total possible score = 8
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,.%

The students-were then able-to work-on-the rest of the program on their

.own.

Feedback on performance was provided by a fold-out answer sheet,at

the.end of each lesson. The students were able to check their responses

on the preceeding pages of each lesson. No record of errors was kept

by the students or the teachers.

The investigator emphasized to the teachers during the ipitial-

meeting that the question generating program was self-instructional.

When a student asked for a spelling of a word, the teacher was-in-

structed to write the word on a piece of paper and hand it to the

student. When a student asked a different kind of question, the teacher

was instructed to first respond, "Try to figureit out for yourself."

If the student repeated-the question, the teacher was instructed to

pronounce the word in question and underline it for the investigator's

information.

The subjects in the control group received no supplemental illistruq-,.

tion. When the experimental group was working on the program,xne

'sr

s

,

control group continued to do their regular assigned.work along with-

the other children in the class.

/
, : t

Results

op . , ,..
The reSults of the st-Udy are presented in Table 4. On the criterion

-

?
,

I

4subtest, the mean number of errors on fhe pre-test for the eXperimenta

group was 37.35 and the post-test was 6.17, a difference signiEisa
.

beyond the one percent level. The mean number of errarg'Ptile pxe-tett
,

.

for the control group was 37.62 and the post-test mas 37.4, 5hoi4ing

significant change.

5 9
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TABLE 4

A Comparison of Error Rates of Traieed and Untrained Groups of third
Grade Children on Two Subtests of Question Generating.

Pre- and Post-Tests

-

SUBTEST

11.0

GROUP

PRE-TEST, 'POSTTEST
.

DIFF. t.

7
ERRORS S

1
ERRORS S

I

Criterion
Exp

Cont

37.35

37.62

15.10

13.25

6.17

37.42

6.28

13.57

31.18
\

0.20

10.31

0.23

.01

N.S.

Standard-
ized

,
- ,
Goat

,

* 4 .

-209

2,04',
4

1 69

/1.93

1.00

2.04

1.37

1.82

.88

.00

2.39

--

.05

N.S.

1:

"

.4,/

4-4

,
,

: °

-

''

fl

v.>

'well:4 6;0-
.

3
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On the standardized subtest, the mean number of errors on the pre-

test for the experimental group was 2.09 and the post-test was 1.00,

a difference significant at the five percent level. The control group
4

scored 2.04 on bothlore- and post- subtests, no significant change.

Table 5 shows thelpercentage of correct responses produced by

subjects on the criterion suftest. The experimental group stored

36.25 percent correct on the pre-test and-86 percent correct on die

post-test. 87 percent of the subjects in the experimental group

('m out of 23) demonstrated mastery by scoring 85 percent correct or

better on the post-test of the criterion subtest, whereas. the control

group scored 36 percent correct on the pre-test and 37.5 percent on

the post-test. No subject in the control group demonstrated mastery

on the post-test.

On the standardized subtest, the experimental group scored 74.5

percent correct on the pre-test and 88 percent correct on the post-test.

The control group had 74.5 percent correct on the pre-test and(/4.5

percent-correct on the post-test.

A graph showing the percentage of correct retponses is shown in

Figure 1.

.6 1
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TABLES

-N,

Percentage of Correct Responses on Two Subtests of Question Generating
Pre- and Post-Test of Trained and'Unt?ained Third Grade Students

GROUP STUdENT

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL .

SUBTESTS SUBTESTS

CRITERION STANDARDIZED CRITERION STAND IZED
PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST

1 28 92 62 75 40 38. 88 75
2 0 57 45 62 60 52 62 75

3 58 100 88 100 28 45
(
100 75

A 4 73 90 100 100 38 25 62 50
. 5 60 87 75 75 8 88 .

6

7

48
37

87

85

S8
50

88
75 ,

60
68

5 -

57
100 100

88

1 72 93 50 100 38 48 75 88
2 40 70 88 100 7 10 75 75

3 43 100 100 100 70. 67 100 100
B 4 35 100 75 88 52 55 100 106

5 0 93 88 100 48 47 88 75

6 68 100 10d 88 52 43 75 75
7 53 53 88 88

1 0 90 75 62 0 0 50 62

2 55 90 88 100 60 62 100 100
3 32 100 50 88 23 0 25 25

4- 33 90 62 88 42 57 75 75
5 0 85 25 62 0 0

,

50 . 50
6 2 100 75 88 8 25 75 45

. 7 32 85 75 100 15 17 12 25.

8 28 77 75 75 32 33 100 100
9' 38 93 100 100 42 42 75 62

10 50 100 88 100 60 67 100 100

Mean % 36.25 86 74.5 88 36 37.5 74.5 74.5 .

Total
.

62
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Discuision

11his study -was addressed to-the following questi

1. Whether it is possible,to build a question aski
set in children.

2. Whether the acquisitak of a question asking set
will enhance reading comprehension.

The first question can only be partially answered. The programmed

instructional materials 'developed in this study trained children in

generating the who, when7where, what,Itow, and wh)bquestions fallingt6

in_the "verbatim questions" class. The significant gains of all the

experimental groups indicate that it is possible to train children to

generate "verbatim questions". However, further wprk is needed to develop"

instructional materials which will deal with the other classes of ques-
.

tions before the first question can be fully answered.

The results of this study support the contention that programmed

instructional materials are an efficient and effective method for teaching
-.)

students to generate "verbatim questions". The significant gains of all

t h e experimental groups show that the students benefited from the pro-
s

grammed instructional materials.

The'significant gans on the stanaardized subtest indicate that

training in "question generatkng" can enhance comprehension. In order to

correctly resiond to the.standardized subtest, the student had to generate
_-

questions 'at various levels ofcomplikity (e.g. paraph4ase, intersentence

questions) The fact that the performance of the experimental groups on

"the standardize4'subtest improved significantly may be important; if could

be interpreted to mean that, since the children were trained to respond at

a lower level, they were capable of responding,.spontaneously, to the con-

straints of higher level skills. This point should be verified With

larger-gro4 of subjects. 65

ts.'
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!:

The instructional materials developed. by the investigator proved to

benefit children with varying enterin skills. As evident from the summary

tables (pp. 54-56), significant gains have been attained'by children who-

scored 0 points on the criterion pre-test as well as by children scoring_

up to 44 points.

These gains suggest that the question generating program can be ef-

fectively used

1. as supplemental materials for the teaching of reading

in regular qpssroom.

2. as a remediation method..

The question technique as derived from the analysis of reading as

.information processing has been used successfully with college students

(BrethOwer, 1971). However, not enough woi0owas done to verify the
-

effectiveness of the method with lementary school children. The success

-of the question generatingrprogr ggests that the method tan be

applied to the teaching reading in elementary schools. Indeed, there

is a need to- ascertain

levels.

1

alue of the technique at various dge-grade

In summary, the.following aspects should be further explored:

I. Development of'instructional programs 'dealing with

generation of higher-level questions.

2. Development of instructional mtterials.dealing with

other aspects of the reading process (e.g.!. generation

of alternatives).

3. Verification of the value of the questioning techni-

que.at various age-grade levels.

66
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APPENDIX A

, The Pre- and Post-Test

a. The triterion Subtest, pp. 60-62,,
b. The Standardized Siptest, pp:63-65
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Write two good questions for story A.

Joha andAnn live by &late.

John and Ann have their own

small boat. They like to row

A
,

the boat on the, lake.

2.

Do B - E the sue way.

Jot has a dog his name is

Chatlie. This dog can do

tricks. He can stand on his

hind legi When Joe thzows a.
. .

,

stick, biarlie runs 4nd brings

it back.

IIMIL1111.

...11

,6 8
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C.

A man was carrying a heavy box

on his back. He could not climb

a hill. The box was too heavy.

Two boys came along and helped

0

the man carry the box up the hill.

1114

0

D.

David and John went.fishing.

David caught a big fish. John

caught an old shoe that was

in the ke. This made the

boys laugh.

1. IMIIIIIM.11==/.1411

...1.......
2.

70 71



E.

Sandy likes to help her mother.

After dinner she puts the dishes

in the sink and washes them with

soap'and water. Then, she cleans

the table and sweeps the floor.

1.

0=1.MM.NIMONNIENNIM........111MMINAMOI

=11.111.1MIIMM.. 4
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Billy\had something,

Ann said, "What do you have?"

"It is a boat," said Billy.

4=arorr****Nr***1**=*arrraimisamormwmorara

1. Billy had a
willimom**111.

here ball boat said

2. "What do you have?" said

what Billy :lane Ann

Do B - E the same way.

B.

Tim lives on a farm. He sells

his milk to the dairy. The dairy'

puts the'milk into bot6es and (0

sells it in town.

1. Tim sells milk to the

bottlei dairy farm cows

2. Tim lives on a

barn dairy town farm

4
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Some men sail far out to sea'in

little boats Ind let down their

nets. When they pull up the

#

netv's; they have thousands of

tiny sardines. It is bad to

catch too much because the

net breaks.

1. Sardines are caughtby

boxes nets traps hookiL,

2. Too many fish makeithe nets'

break stop drop slide

=101111111111.*MIMOINIIIIMIIIIIMMII

D.

Both sides of the big-e4nyon

were coverd with trees. The

stream at the ibttom of the

licanyon looked small. It was

really a large stream. It was

just far away.

1. The canyon had trees on two, .

miles sides streams lalices

2. The stream wis ,

big small slow blue

imiNI.M.11MONMMMN.11.0.MINIMYIM.1

(
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E.

One night4 pOliceman foTd a

little boy wia a dog. "Where

do you live, young man?" asked

the policeman. The boy would

not talk. Then the policeman

z.
noticed a tag on the doeg

collar. "Frisky, 2153 First

'treet," read the tag.

1. The policeman probably took the

boy .

home downtown to school to church

2. Fiisky was e name of the

dog strait girl policeman

1:\

4. 77
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APPENDIX B

Sample Pages from Fourth
Draft of Question Generating Program

a

7 8

66
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Lesson 1, Page la; the general tule

79

Lesson 1, Page k.

. . .

..
,

toil A then; circle the question

r
,

.

A.' i

I. blio wrote this book?

2. ihis is I funny story. -
;

i
0

Yes, 0 Is I question because it endsot t

4
otieltin mark,

1 $

Do I . P the. Mt wit

................

s

' 1. HUM Old li tie 1

2. 1 hove two brothers.

...

,

.......
C.

1. Jim llies to eat candy. 1

2. trim ere you eatIng? '

.

.1.
,

A

8°
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Ch ck your questions.
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